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Novel two-dimensional (2D) emergent fermions and negative Poisson’s ratio in 2D materials are
fascinating subjects of research. Here, based on first-principles calculations and theoretical analysis,
we predict that the hexacoordinated Mg2C monolayer hosts both exotic properties. We analyze
its phonon spectrum, reveal the Raman active modes, and show that it has small in-plane stiffness
constants. Particularly, under the tensile strain in the zigzag direction, the Mg2C monolayer shows
an intrinsic negative Poisson’s ratio ∼ −0.023, stemming from its unique puckered hinge structure.
The material is metallic at its equilibrium state. A moderate biaxial strain can induce a metal-
semimetal-semiconductor phase transition, during which several novel types of 2D fermions emerge,
including the anisotropic Dirac fermions around 12 tilted Dirac points in the metallic phase, the
2D double Weyl fermions in the semimetal phase where the conduction and valence bands touch
quadratically at a single Fermi point, and the 2D pseudospin-1 fermions at the critical point of the
semimetal-semiconductor phase transition where three bands cross at a single point on the Fermi
level. In addition, uniaxial strains along the high-symmetry directions break the three-fold rotational
symmetry and reduce the number of Dirac points. Interestingly, it also generates 2D type-II Dirac
points. We construct effective models to characterize the properties of these novel fermions. Our
result reveals Mg2C monolayer as an intriguing platform for the study of novel 2D fermions, and
also suggests its great potential for nanoscale device applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) materials have been attract-
ing tremendous interest [1–3] since the discovery of
graphene [4]. The many extraordinary properties of
graphene can be attributed to its unique electronic band
structure [5]: the conduction and valence bands linearly
touch at the two corner points of the Brillouin zone
(BZ), around which the quasi-particles can be described
by 2D massless Dirac fermions. Inspired by graphene,
much effort has been devoted to exploring other 2D
material with band crossings points. Many candidates
have been proposed to host linear Dirac points [6], such
as the group-IV monolayers like silicene [7, 8] and ger-
manene [7, 9], 2D carbon and boron allotropes [10–14],
group-V monolayers [15, 16], and 5d transition metal
trichlorides [17]. Beyond the 2D Dirac fermion, other
types of 2D fermions may also exist. For example, 2D
double Weyl and 2D pseudospin-1 fermions were pro-
posed in the blue phosphorene oxide monolayer [18]. 2D
spin-orbit Dirac fermions were predicted in monolayer
HfGeTe family materials [19]. In addition, 2D nodal-loop
fermions have been proposed in monolayer metal-group
VI compounds [20] and monolayer X3SiTe6 (X =Ta,
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Nb) [21]. So far, the discovered 2D materials with novel
emergent fermions are still limited. Therefore, it is much
desired to explore new 2D materials which may host new
types of fermionic excitations.
Meanwhile, the transition metal carbides, which be-
long to the so-called MXene family, have emerged as a
new class of 2D materials [22, 23]. Efficient methods for
synthesizing quite a number of MXene materials (such
as V2C, Ti2C, Nb2C, Mo2C, and etc.) have been devel-
oped [24]. Besides the transition metals, the main-group
metal elements can also form the MXene structure. For
instance, both Be2C and Mg2C monolayers have been
proposed [25–27], which possess quasi-planar structure
with small buckling, analogous to the MXenes. Partic-
ularly, the MXene structure for Mg2C is predicted as
the global minimum from the particle swarm optimiza-
tion method, and is found to be stable at temperatures
as high as 900 K [27]. It is also worth noting that an-
other 2D hexacoordinated structure Cu2Si was proposed
to host nodal lines, which was recently verified in exper-
iment [28, 29]. In addition, some of the MXenes also
exhibit nontrivial band topology [30–32]. Thus, it is rea-
sonable to assume that novel 2D emergent fermions may
arise in some of these new 2D materials.
In this work, based on first-principle calculations and
theoretical analysis, we reveal that the hexacoordinate-
arranged Mg2C monolayer actually provides an intrigu-
ing playground for studying multiple types of fermionic
excitations which are controllable by strain. We analyze
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2the phonon spectrum for the Mg2C monolayer, reveal its
Raman active modes, and show that it has small in-plane
stiffness constants. Particularly, due to the puckered
hinge structure, the material possesses a negative intrin-
sic Poisson’s ratio under applied strain along the zigzag
direction. At the equilibrium state, the Mg2C monolayer
demonstrates a quadratic band touching at the Γ point,
with 12 tilted Dirac points on the high-symmetry paths in
the BZ close to Fermi level. An applied biaxial strain can
drive a metal-semimetal-semiconductor quantum phase
transition. In the semimetal phase, the quadratic band
touching at Γ features 2D double Weyl fermions. And at
the critical point of the semimetal-semiconductor phase
transition, three low-energy bands touch at a single
point at the Fermi level, resulting in 2D pseudospin-
1 fermions. These novel quasi-particles possess unique
properties such as universal optical absorbance, super
Klein tunneling, and super collimation. In addition, we
find that the uniaxial strain along high-symmetry direc-
tions break the three-fold rotational symmetry but pre-
serves a reduced number of Dirac points, including 2D
type-II Dirac point. We construct effective models to
characterize these novel emergent fermions. Our find-
ings provide a promising material platform for exploring
the fundamental physics associated with unconventional
emergent fermions in two dimensions. The revealed ex-
cellent mechanical properties and efficient strain-tuning
of phase transitions suggest the material’s great potential
in nanoscale device applications.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Our first-principles calculations were based on the den-
sity functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vi-
enna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [33, 34]. The
interactions between electrons and ions were modeled by
the projector augmented wave method [35]. The gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) parameterized by
the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) was adopted to
describe the exchange and correlation interactions [36].
A vacuum space of 20 A˚ was used to avoid the artifi-
cial interactions between periodic images. The energy
cutoff was set to be 520 eV for the plane-wave basis.
The Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh with size 45 × 45 × 1 was
adopted for the Brillouin zone sampling. The lattice pa-
rameters and the ionic positions were fully optimized un-
til the residual force on each atom was less than 0.01
eV/A˚. And the energy convergence criterion was set to
be 10−7 eV.
III. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PHONON
SPECTRUM
The lattice structure for the Mg2C monolayer is shown
in Fig. 1(a,b). It possesses three hexagonal atomic lay-
ers: a basal plane of carbon sandwiched by two layers of
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FIG. 1: (a) Top and (b) side view of the lattice structure for
2D Mg2C monolayer. The green shaded region in (a) indicates
the primitive unit cell. a is the lattice parameter. (c) Phono
spectrum for the Mg2C monolayer. A 6× 6 supercell is used
in the calculation.
Mg atoms with an ABC-type stacking. Each C atom is
bonded to six Mg atoms. The lattice has a point (space)
group symmetry of D3d (P 3¯m1), with two Mg and one
C atoms in a primitive unit cell. The equilibrium lattice
constant is 3.549 A˚ for the fully relaxed structure, in good
agreement with the previous work [27]. The equilibrium
lengths of the bonds Mg-Mg and Mg-C are 2.712 A˚ and
2.233 A˚, respectively. Compared with previous reported
Be2C monolayer [25], the Mg2C monolayer share the sim-
ilar structure, only with larger buckling, i.e., larger sep-
aration between the atomic layers.
The dynamical stability of the Mg2C structure can
be inferred from the phonon spectrum. As shown in
Fig. 1(c), one observes that there is no imaginary phonon
frequency throughout the BZ, indicating that the Mg2C
monolayer is dynamically stable. As approaching the
Γ point, while linear dispersions are observed for two
acoustic branches, the frequency of the out-of-plane (ZA)
acoustic mode exhibits a quadratic dependence on the
wave vector, which is a characteristic feature of layered
materials [37–39]. The sound speed of the longitudinal
acoustic phonons (∼ 5.3 km/s) for Mg2C is smaller than
that of the pristine blue phosphorene (∼ 8.1 km/s) [40],
MoS2 (∼ 6.5 km/s) [41], as well as graphene (∼ 21.2
km/s) [42]. The smaller sound speed indicates that the
in-plane stiffness of Mg2C should be relatively small, as
we show in the following.
Since the Mg2C monolayer has a point group symmetry
ofD3d, the optical phonon modes can be decomposed into
Γoptical = Eg(R) +A1g(R) +A2u + Eu, (1)
where the symbol R in the parentheses indicates that two
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FIG. 2: (a) Strain-stress relation for the Mg2C monolayer
with different types of strain. The dashed line indicates the
linear elastic regime. (b) Strain energy (Es) as a function of
applied strain.
modes are Raman active, namely, the intralayer shear
(Eg) and breathing (A1g) modes. These Raman active
modes are sensitive to the externally applied strain [27],
hence can be used as a tool to characterize the strain
distribution in the monolayer.
IV. ELASTIC PROPERTY AND NEGATIVE
POISSON’S RATIO
To investigate the elastic property of monolayer Mg2C,
particularly its susceptibility to strain, we calculate the
strain-stress curves. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a). It
is observed that monolayer Mg2C remains within the lin-
ear elastic regime until about 8% biaxial strain, and the
material can sustain a biaxial strain up to 20%, while the
critical uniaxial strain can be ∼ 18% for the armchair di-
rection and ∼ 22% for the zigzag direction. These values
are comparable to other 2D materials such as graphene,
MoS2, and Ti2C [43–45]. For small deformations, the
elastic property of 2D material is usually characterized
by the in-plane stiffness constant, defined as
C =
1
S0
∂2Es
∂ε2
, (2)
where S0 is the equilibrium area of the unit cell, Es is
the strain energy (i.e., the energy difference between the
strained and unstrained systems), and ε is the in-plane
uniaxial strain. The calculated stain-energy curve is plot-
ted in Fig. 2(b), from which the typical quadratic de-
pendence on strain can be observed at small deforma-
tions. The obtained stiffness constants are 59.62 N/m
and 56.78 N/m for strains along the armchair and the
zigzag directions, respectively. Such stiffness constants
are smaller than other typical 2D materials such as
graphene (∼ 340±40 N/m) [46], MoS2 (∼ 140 N/m) [47],
and BN (∼ 267 N/m) [48], which indicates that the Mg2C
monolayer is softer. This great flexibility will facilitate
the strain engineering of its physical properties.
The Poisson’s ratio (ν = −εtransverse/εaxial) character-
izes the material’s response to uniaxial strains. It is pos-
itive for most materials, which means that a material
typically constricts in the transverse direction when it is
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FIG. 3: (a) Responsive strain in the armchair direction in-
duced by applied strain in the zigzag direction. (b) Illustra-
tion for Mg2C stretched along the zigzag direction. Atoms
are moved in the direction of the attached arrows. (c) To ac-
commodate the tension in the zigzag direction, the Mg atoms
move inward, towards the C plane. And consequently, the
structure expand in the armchair direction, resulting in a neg-
ative Poisson’s ratio. In (b,c), the shaded region marks the C
plane.
stretched along the longitudinal direction [49, 50]. In-
terestingly, we find that the Mg2C monolayer exhibits a
negative Poisson’s ratio when the applied strain is in the
zigzag direction. Fig. 3(a) shows the responsive strain in
the armchair direction versus the applied strain in zigzag
direction. Evidently, the monolayer tends to expand
when subjected to a tensile strain in the zigzag direction.
The value of the corresponding Poisson’s ratio is −0.023,
which is comparable with the previously found negative
Poisson’s ratio for black phosphorene (∼ −0.022) [51].
To unveil the underlying mechanism, in Fig. 3(b) and
3(c), we illustrate the movement of atoms when strain
is applied. Under a tensile strain applied along the
zigzag directions, the Carbon atoms will displace along
the zigzag direction [indicated by the blue arrows in
Fig. 3(b)]. To bear with the elongation in zigzag di-
rection, the monolayer is compressed in the z direction,
which means that Mg atoms will move inward along z as
shown by red arrows in Fig. 3(c). The inward move-
ment of Mg atoms will increase the bond angels like
θ124 and θ125, because the bond lengths are kept more
or less unchanged due to the strong inter-atomic forces.
This mechanism compensates and surpasses the natural
tendency of compression in the transverse direction. As
a consequence, it leads to an overall negative Poisson’s
ratio [see Fig. 3(c)]. We also mention that for strains
applied along the armchair direction, the natural com-
pression in the zigzag direction still dominates, giving a
positive Poisson’s ratio ∼ 0.03.
V. STRAIN-TUNABLE EMERGENT
FERMIONS
Having established that the Mg2C monolayer has ex-
cellent elastic properties and is susceptible to strain, we
turn to investigate its electronic properties and how the
properties can be controlled by strain. In the following,
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FIG. 4: (a) Left panel shows the electronic band structure
for the Mg2C monolayer at equilibrium state. Right panel
shows the projected density of states (PDOS). (b) Brillouin
zone with the high-symmetry points labeled.
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FIG. 5: (a) Electronic band structures for the Mg2C mono-
layer under biaxial strain of (a) −4%, (b) +4%, (c) +8%, and
(d) +11%. (e) Phase diagram under biaxial strain. The data
points indicate the value of bandgap.
we show that a moderate strain can drive quantum phase
transitions in the Mg2C monolayer, and in the process
there emerge multiple types of 2D unconventional emer-
gent fermions.
A. Quantum phase transition driven by biaxial
strain
The electronic band structure at equilibrium (un-
strained) state is shown in Fig. 4. The material demon-
strates a metallic phase. There are two bands crossing
the Fermi level. From the projected density of states
(PDOS), the low-energy states are mainly contributed
by the Carbon px and py orbitals. As Carbon is a very
light element, this also indicates that the effect of spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) on the low-energy band structure
will be negligibly small, which is verified by our explicit
calculation (not shown). Hence, SOC is neglected in the
following discussion.
For the two low-energy bands in Fig. 4(a), one takes a
hole-like parabolic dispersion, whereas the other one has
a Mexican-hat-like shape. One notes that the two bands
touch in a quadratic manner at the Γ point. This band
touching is protected by symmetry: the two states at Γ
belong to the two-dimensional irreducible Eu represen-
tation for the D3d point group. These features as well
as the metallic phase are preserved under a compressive
biaxial strain, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Interesting scenario happens when a tensile biaxial
strain is applied. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the Mexican-
hat-like band gradually changes to a parabolic shape with
increasing strain, and the system becomes a semimetal
with a single Fermi point for a range of strain between
∼ 4% and ∼ 8%. Further increasing strain transforms
the system into a semiconductor [see Fig. 5(d)]. These
results are consistent with the findings by Meng et al. [27]
A phase diagram with the biaxial strain as the control
parameter is illustrated in Fig. 5(e).
Our focus in the current work is the various emergent
fermions that appear during the phase transitions. In the
following, we analyze them one by one.
B. Tilted anisotropic Dirac fermion
In the metallic phase, there are two low-energy bands
crossing the Fermi level. As we noted earlier, the two
bands touch quadratically at the Γ point, which is pro-
tected by the D3d point group symmetry. Further-
more, because one of the bands takes a Mexican-hat-
like shape, the two bands linearly cross along the high-
symmetry paths Γ-M and Γ-K, forming 2D Dirac points
[see Fig. 4(a)]. Due to the three-fold rotation and inver-
sion symmetries, there are totally 12 Dirac points in the
BZ [see Fig. 6(a)].
These Dirac points are protected by symmetry. For
example, the Dirac point D1 on Γ-M is protected by
the vertical mirror plane Mxz: the two bands along this
path have oppositeMxz eigenvalues, hence their crossing
point is protected. Similarly, the Dirac point D2 on Γ-K
is protected by the two-fold rotation C2y on this path. In
addition, the system preserves the inversion symmetry P
and time reversal symmetry T . In the absence of SOC,
the presence of PT symmetry guarantees that the Berry
phase along any closed path must be quantized in unit
of pi. The Berry phase
γ` =
∑
n∈occ.
∮
`
〈un(k)|i∇kun(k)〉 · dk (3)
is defined for a locally gapped spectrum along a closed
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FIG. 6: 2D tilted anisotropic Dirac points. (a) There are
totally 12 Dirac points in the BZ. The red (blue) dots denote
Dirac points D1 (D2). (b) Band dispersion around D1. The
dispersion around D2 is similar, hence is not shown.
path `, |un(k)〉 is the cell-periodic part of the Bloch eigen-
state, and the band index n is summed over the occupied
bands below the local gap. Here, γ` for a closed path `
encircling the Dirac point must be ±pi, hence protect-
ing the point against weak perturbations from opening
a gap. We have numerically checked that such Berry
phase is nontrivial in our DFT calculation. Thus, we see
that the Dirac points here enjoy multiple protections by
symmetries.
The band dispersion around a single Dirac point (D1)
is shown in Fig. 6(b), which indeed shows a Dirac-type
linear dispersion. One also notes that the dispersion is
anisotropic and the Dirac cone is tilted, in contrast with
the Dirac dispersion in graphene which is isotropic and
has a up-right Dirac cone. This is because that the Dirac
points in graphene is located at the high-symmetry points
K and K’ which possess the three-fold rotational symme-
try, whereas the Dirac points D1 and D2 here are lo-
cated on the high-symmetry lines with reduced symme-
tries. Such kind of anisotropic Dirac points also appear in
graphyne [52], group-V monolayers [15], and Germanene
on Al(111) [9].
To characterize low-energy bands and the emergent
fermions, we construct low-energy effective k · p mod-
els. Since the lower valence band (indicated by the ar-
row in Fig. 5) also participates in the metal-semimetal-
semiconductor phase transition, to facilitate later discus-
sion, we also include this band in the modeling. We per-
form the expansion around the Γ point in the basis of the
three states at Γ: the two degenerate states correspond-
ing to the Eu irreducible representation and the lower
nondegenerate state corresponding to the A1g represen-
tation. The model should respect the following symme-
try operations: C3z, Mxz, P, and T . Expanded up to k-
quadratic order, the obtained effective Hamiltonian takes
the form of
H0(k) = M1 +B3k2 iAkx −iAky−iAkx M2 +B1k2x +B2k2y (B2 −B1)kxky
iAky (B2 −B1)kxky M2 +B2k2x +B1k2y
 ,
(4)
where k = |k|, and A, B1, B2, B3, M1, and M2 are real
parameters that may be obtained from fitting the DFT
band structure (see Supplemental Material [53]).
At the Γ point, kx = ky = 0, the energy of the three
states are
EA1g = M1, EEu = M2. (5)
In the metallic as well as the semimetal phase, the Eu
doublet is above the A1g state, so we have M2 > M1.
However, after transition into the semiconductor phase,
the A1g state becomes above the Eu states, hence we
have M2 < M1.
Now we focus on the Dirac points in the metallic phase.
We can project the 3-band model in Eq. (4) onto the
upper two (Eu) bands, and then expand around the Dirac
points D1 or D2. Via straightforward calculations, we
obtain the effective model for the Dirac fermions around
D1 [located at k = (kD, 0)], given by
HD1(q) = wqx + vxqxσx + vyqyσy, (6)
where the wave vector q is measured from D1, the σ’s
are the Pauli matrices. The real parameters w, vx, and
vy here can be expressed in terms of the parameters in
Eq. (4), namely
w = Λ +B2kD, vx = Λ−B2kD, (7)
vy =
(B1 −B2)kD +A(ζ +
√
1 + ζ2)
[1 + (ζ +
√
1 + ζ2)2]1/2
, (8)
where
kD =
√
A2 − (M1 −M2)(B1 −B2)
(B3 −B2)(B1 −B2) , (9)
Λ = 1
2
√
1+ζ2
[A + B1(
√
1 + ζ2 − ζ)kD + B3(
√
1 + ζ2 +
ζ)kD], and ζ = [M1−M2+(B3−B1)k2D]/(2AkD). In fact,
the form of the model (6) can also be directly obtained
from the symmetry requirement at the D1 point, corre-
sponding to the Cs point group symmetry. Evidently,
(6) represents a tilted anisotropic Dirac fermion model,
in which the first term wqx tilts the spectrum along the
x direction, and vx 6= vy indicating the anisotropy.
In a similar way, the effective model around the Dirac
point D2 can be obtain, which takes the form of
HD2(q) = wqy + vxqyσx + vyqxσy. (10)
Here, q is measured from D2, and the parameters w, vx,
and vy are the same as that in Eq. (6).
C. 2D double Weyl fermion
For usual metal-semiconductor phase transitions, the
semimetal state only appears as a critical state at the
6(a) (b)
FIG. 7: Energy dispersion (around the band crossing point)
correspond to (a) 2D double Weyl fermions, and (b) 2D
pseudospin-1 fermions.
transition point. In sharp contrast, for the current sys-
tem, semimetal occupies an extended range in the phase
diagram [see Fig. 5(e)]. As we discuss below, this is be-
cause the Fermi point here is protected by symmetry.
Hence, the semimetal state here may be more appropri-
ately termed as a symmetry-protected semimetal.
In the semimetal phase, the Fermi level lies exactly at
the double Weyl point due to band filling [see Fig. 5(b)].
The 2D double Weyl point is formed by the quadratic
touching between the conduction and valence bands [see
Fig. 7(a)], and is protected by symmetry because it cor-
responds to the Eu two-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation for the D3d point group.
Again, we can derive an effective model to character-
ize the double Weyl fermions around this point. We may
derive it from model (4), or, alternatively, directly obtain
it using the symmetry constraints on the Eu basis func-
tions. Both approaches lead to the same result, given by
(up to k-quadratic order)
HDW(k) = αk2 + β
[
0 k2−
k2+ 0
]
, (11)
where k± = kx ± iky, and the parameters α and β can
be connected with the parameters in model (4) as α =
(B1 +B2)/2 and β = (B1 −B2)/2.
The 2D double Weyl point features a Berry phase of
2pi. It has been previously discussed in the blue phos-
phorene oxide [18]. And without the diagonal term
(first term in (11) which breaks the particle-hole sym-
metry), the model also describes the AB-stacked bilayer
graphene [54]. However, for bilayer graphene, there are
two such points at K and K’ points of the BZ related by
time reversal symmetry. In comparison, for the Mg2C
monolayer, there is only a single 2D double Weyl point
located at the Γ point.
Due to its 2pi Berry phase, the double Weyl fermion will
exhibit weak localization at low-temperature, rather than
weak anti-localization for the Dirac fermion [5]. And due
to its gapless quadratic dispersion, it will show a univer-
sal optical absorbance of piα ' 2.3% for low-frequency
electromagnetic waves [18]. Here, α = e2/(~c) is the
fine structure constant. The frequency window for the
universal optical absorbance is limited by the energy dif-
ference between the Eu and A1g states, i.e., |M1 −M2|
[see Eq. (4)], because beyond this value, the interband
transition between the A1g band and the upper Eu band
would also contribute.
D. 2D pseudospin-1 fermion
During the semimetal-semiconductor transition, the
ordering between the Eu doublet and the A1g state are
switched: in the semimetal phase, Eu is higher in en-
ergy, whereas in the semiconductor phase, A1g is higher.
At the critical point for the phase transition, Eu and
A1g states overlap in energy and the gap closes at the
Γ point. Note that this overlap is also a consequence of
symmetry—the states belong to different irreducible rep-
resentations, otherwise they would repel each other and
cannot overlap. At this critical point, the Fermi level cut
through a single Fermi point where three bands meet each
other [see Fig. 7(b)], such that the low-energy fermions
have an intrinsically three-component form.
To obtain an effective model describing the low-energy
fermions for the critical point, we set M1 = M2 = 0 in
Eq. (4), and close to the Γ point, we may keep only the k-
linear terms. The resulting model takes the simple form
of
HPS-1(k) = Ak · S, (12)
where
Sx =
 0 i 0−i 0 0
0 0 0
 , Sy =
 0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 ,
Sz =
 0 0 00 0 i
0 −i 0
 (13)
are three of the eight Gell-Mann matrices correspond-
ing to spin-1, satisfying the angular momentum algebra
[Si, Sj ] = iijkSk. It should be noted that S is an emer-
gent pseduspin degree of freedom, not the real particle
spin. The fermion described by Eq. (12) is helical, with
a well-defined helicity of ±1 and 0 corresponding to the
eigenvalues of the helicity operator k · S/k. The ±1
branches are massless, whereas the 0 branch has a flat
dispersion.
Such pseudospin-1 particles have been studied in the
cold-atom systems and photonic crystals [55–58]. Sev-
eral extraordinary properties have been predicted for
them. For example, they exhibit super Klein tunneling
effect [55], which means that the particle can penetrate
an energy barrier with nearly perfect transmission for
a wide range of incident angles. In addition, such parti-
cles also exhibit supercollimation effect [59], namely, they
show guided unidirectional transport in the presence of
a periodic potential, regardless of its initial direction of
motion. The Mg2C monolayer hence offers a realistic
material platform to probe these fascinating physics.
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E. Effect of uniaxial strain
Unlike the biaxial strain, the uniaxial strain breaks the
three-fold rotational symmetry and lowers the symmetry
of the system, hence it is expected to transform the band
structure in a qualitatively different way.
In Figure 8, we show the DFT results for uniaxial
strains along the armchair direction. One observes the
following features. First, due to the broken C3z, the
point group symmetry reduces from D3d to C2h, and
the Eu representation split into two one-dimensional rep-
resentations Au and Bu. Hence, the original quadratic
band touching point at Γ no longer exists, and the corre-
sponding degeneracy is lifted, as observed in Fig. 8(a,c).
Second, the Dirac-type band crossing can still be ob-
served along the high-symmetry paths. For small uni-
axial strain, Dirac points appear on both Γ-M and Γ-R
paths [labeled as D1 and D2 in Fig. 8(a)]. Their symme-
try protections are the same as analyzed before, because
the symmetries Mxz, C2y, and P are preserved under
this uniaxial strain. And because of the same symmetry
constraints, the effective models for fermionic excitations
around D1 and D2 take the same forms as Eq. (6) and
Eq. (10).
One also notes that, at small strain, besides D1 and
D2, there is another Dirac point D3 on Γ-R, as indicated
in Fig. 8(a). Interestingly, D3 is a type-II Dirac point [60–
62] because the two crossing bands have the same sign
for their slopes around D3. The effective model for D3
has the same form as Eq. (10), however, being a type-II
point means that the tilt term dominates the spectrum,
namely, we should have |w| > |vx|.
At larger uniaxial strain (> 1%), we observe that the
two bands are pulled apart on Γ-R, so the Dirac points
D2 is removed [see Fig. 8(c)]. However, the point D1 on
Γ-M is maintained. Hence for a range of strain, there
are only two Dirac points in the BZ, as illustrated in
Fig. 8(d). Thus, the number of Dirac points can be ef-
fectively tuned by the uniaxial strain. The result for
uniaxial strain along the zigzag direction is very similar,
and hence is not shown.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we reveal several unusual properties for
the 2D material Mg2C monolayer. We point out that the
material possesses an intrinsic negative Poisson’s ratio.
This property is rare in nature. Recent studies on 2D ma-
terials have predicted several candidates that have nega-
tive Poisson’s ratio, such as the black phosphorene [51],
δ-phosphorene [63], borophene [11], penta-graphene [64],
Be5C2 [65], and Zn2C monolayer [66]. In practice, this
unusual property typically endows the material with en-
hanced toughness and shear resistance, and can lead to
improved sound and vibration absorption [51].
Techniques for applying strain on 2D materials have
been well developed in recent years. For example, strain
can be applied by using a beam bending apparatus [67]
or by using an atomic force microscope tip [46]. Strains
above 15% have been demonstrated in experiment [46,
68]. In general, tensile strains are easier to apply than
compressive strains, because 2D materials tend to buckle
under compression.
In experiment, the strain-induced phase transitions
can be probed by the scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS), which detects the local DOS. The gap-opening
across the semimetal-semiconductor phase transition
should give pronounced signals in transport measurement
as well as in optical response. Especially, the unique
signatures for the emergent fermions, including the uni-
versal optical absorbance in the semimetal phase, and
the super Klein tunneling and the supercollimation ef-
fect near the semimetal-semiconductor transition can be
probed in experiment. In addition, the characters for
different emergent fermions may also be reflected in the
Landau level (LL) spectrum. For example, the Dirac dis-
persion possess a zeroth LL (one for each spin species) [5],
the double Weyl has two [54], and the pseudospin-1 dis-
persion has a highly-degenerate zeroth LL due to the flat
zero-helicity band [69, 70]. These features can be de-
tected by the magnetoinfrared spectroscopy or by STS
experiment.
It should be noted that the unconventional emergent
fermions and their unusual properties are mostly deter-
mined by symmetry. Thus, they are quite robust. For
example, the qualitative features are not sensitive to the
first-principles calculation methods (see HSE06 results in
8the Supplemental Material [53]).
Finally, we also examine the 2D materials Be2C and
Ca2C with the same type of lattice structure by replacing
Mg with elements from the same group (see Supplemen-
tal Material [53]). Unlike Mg2C, we find that for Be2C,
it is a large gap semiconductor with the two Eu bands
at the valence band top, while the A1g band is pushed
away. The system remains a semiconductor under a com-
pressive biaxial strain ∼ −5%. The Ca2C monolayer is
metallic, and the pseudospin-1 point can emerge under a
moderate biaxial strain ∼ 5%.
In conclusion, we have discovered several fascinating
properties for the 2D hexacoordinated Mg2C monolayer.
We analyze the material’s phonon spectrum and iden-
tify the Raman active modes. We show that it has ex-
cellent mechanical flexibility and an intrinsic in-plane
negative Poisson’s ratio. Most interestingly, its elec-
tronic structure can be effectively tuned by both bi-
axial and uniaxial strains, during which several types
of unconventional fermionic excitations emerge at low
energy. For biaxial strains, we find that during a
metal-semimetal-semiconductor quantum phase transi-
tion, titled anisotropic Dirac fermions (around 12 Dirac
points), 2D double Weyl fermions, and 2D pseudospin-1
fermions can appear, which are tied with the symmetry
of the system. For uniaxial strains, a reduced number
of Dirac points can be preserved including 2D type-II
Dirac points. Effective models are constructed to char-
acterize their unique features. The 2D hexacoordinated
Mg2C monolayer thus provides a promising platform to
investigate the intriguing properties of unconventional
types of fermions beyond the isotropic Dirac fermions
in graphene. We hope that our theoretical work will fa-
cilitate the experimental studies on this new 2D material
towards both fundamental discoveries and potential ap-
plications.
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